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User Experience Engineering is one of the important elements of 
Producteering*. It is considered as an essential prerequisite 
for any successful software product. User Experience is
something that companies can no longer  to ignore. Poor 
user experience leads to customer confusion, frustration, and 
abandonment. And of course, this ultimately leads to lower sales 
and  lost customers. To stay competitive and 
companies need to ensure that they do everything they can to 
keep their customers happy. 

1. Introduction

A decade or two ago, User Experience studies easily cost tens of thousands of dollars, sometimes even 
more than $100,000. It took months to complete them. But over time, user experience engineering 
approaches have become more ‘discounted’, a term coined by and evangelized by user experience guru 
Jakob Nielsen. User Experience engineering has  adapted to the realistic schedules and budgets of 
companies and products. 

Today, a consulting round of user experience engineering can be carried out in as little as 10 days, 
producing results that not only provide benchmarks, but also allow for immediate turnaround and 
implementation of suggested changes, thereby improving the user experience in a much shorter time-
frame. Best of all, it no longer breaks the budget of any business sectors that had historically been priced 
out of these services. There are certain Opensource frame works available in the market which even 
more makes the life easier and simpler in terms of cost and time. This document discusses the technical 
aspects of developing  better user interfaces for web using open source technologies / tools that enhance 
user experience.

User Experience is the way a person feels about using a product, system or service 

User Interface is the space where interaction between humans and machines takes place

Open Source is a philosophy, or pragmatic methodology that promotes free redistribution
and access to an end product's design and implementation details
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*Producteering is a unique path 

breaking approach for software 

development. The four key tenets 

of Producteering are: Principles, 

Practices, People and Platforms.

http://www.aspiresys.com/producteering_aspire
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User experience is an important characteristic of any software product/application. Engaging users in a 

more interesting and interactive way and getting their attention to your products is vital for achieving the 

organizational goals.

Thus, developing a better user interface with a goal of enhanced user experience is an important

concern.

3. Problem

A good user interface must be:

        Easy to use

        Consistent

        Responsive

        Attractive
        Supported by multiple platform

Developing such user interface is no trivial task! But today various open source frameworks and tools 

(mainly JavaScript based) available in the market helps to achieve this effectively. This paper discusses 

some of those tools and frameworks that have gained traction in the marketplace and open source 

community.

Client-side Frameworks  

        jQuery

        Scriptaculous

        Dojo

Packaged Frameworks (combination of HTML/CSS/JavaScript)  

        Ext JS

        Bootstrap

Server-side

        Node.js & Socket.IO

Other Interesting Frameworks  

        Backbone.js

        Angular.js

        Turn.js

In many cases, a combination of one or more of these tools/frameworks mentioned above is used 

to attain the desired goal. This is discussed in detail in the upcoming pages.

4. Approach
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5.1 Client-side Frameworks

These are the frameworks written exclusively in JavaScript. Here, there are options presented to add 

effects (like slide-in / fade-out) and behaviors (like drag-n-drop), but they don't have a full-blown UI 

controls anyway. And also, theming is either limited or not very flexible. Toolkits available in this 

framework are:-

5.1.1 jQuery

JQuery is a JavaScript framework helpful for manipulating the DOM of browser and also to perform 

simple UI operations (e.g. fadeIn, fadeOut etc.). It has a sister project called jQuery UI which presents 

common web UI components like drag-drop controls, Accordian, Datepicker, Menu, Slider etc. This is 

more appropriate for projects with standard UI requirements.

Type of License

         MIT License (Opensource)

                Easy to learn

                Best cross-compatibility with all modern browsers

                Widespread usage & well supported by Opensource community

                Relatively larger footprint (i.e. size of code)

5.1.2 Scriptaculous

Scriptaculous is a JavaScript UI framework helpful for developing simple UI effects (e.g. fadeIn, fadeOut 

etc.) with various behaviors patterns like drag-n-drop etc. Similar to jQuery, this toolkit is suitable for 

projects with standard UI requirements.

Type of License 

         MIT License (Opensource)

 

                Variety of UI effects options to choose from

                Good cross-compatibility with all modern browsers

 

                Performance is not as good as jQuery

                Not actively being developed

5. Libraries / Tools
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5.1.3 Dojo

Dojo is a one more JavaScript toolkit / library to manipulate DOM and also create versatile UI for any 

product / application. Various UI components like drag-n-drop tree controls, calendar based date 

selectors, menus, tabs, 2D vector drawings are readily available.

Type of License

         Modified BSD license

                Extensive controls for a high-quality UI development

                Not as easy to learn as jQuery

 

5.2 Packaged Frameworks (combination of HTML/CSS/JavaScript)

Packaged frameworks employ a combination of technologies like HTML, CSS and JavaScript. It has 

excellent default themes that are highly customizable and flexible. Toolkits available in this framework 

are:-

5.2.1 ExtJS

ExtJS is a professionally developed JavaScript framework widely used for developing hard-core 

UI-specialized applications. It is perceived as an excellent choice for developing highly UI-oriented 

applications especially enterprise apps that demand UI options out of the box like paging, filtering, 

in-place editing, keyboard-oriented control, and consistent experience across application.

Type of License 

         Free version accessible under GPL 

         Commercial version also available in the market

 

                Small footprint 

                Excellent performance

                Wide range of UI elements

 

                Expensive than many other FOSS frameworks for commercial use

5. Libraries / Tools
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5.2.2 Bootstrap

Bootstrap is a framework developed by Twitter for their UI development and open-sourced. Specialized 

in UI controls and theming, this one is best suited for any type of software products / applications.

Type of License

         Apache License v2.0

                Wide range of UI elements

                Built-in support - grid systems, various layouts and default global styles

                Effective for Responsive design and Visual consistency

                Use of transcompiler languages like Less for CSS, requires additional learning

 

5.3 Server-side Frameworks

Server-side frameworks are not typically frameworks that help in an effective UI rendering from a client 

perspective, it just facilitate situations which demand an effective coordination with server. For example, 

real-time rendering on browser based on data from server requires effective communication with server.

         Node.js is a server side JavaScript technology used to write servers that are event-based

         Socket.IO is a JavaScript library helpful to push content from server to client, rather than client

         pulling content/data from server

When effectively combined, Node.js and Socket.IO can be efficient in delivering real-time content to 

client browsers. This combination is best suited for interactive applications like real-time map updates, 

games and so on.

5.4 Other Interesting Frameworks

Backbone.js and Angular.js are client-side MVC (or MVP - Model/View/Presenter for Backbone) based 

frameworks. They are suitable for building single page web applications / websites, but not suitable for 

web applications that are bigger in size i.e. huge number pages with relatively limited hierarchy levels.

Turn.js is a JavaScript framework that helps create web-pages or online e-book that should visually mock-

up a normal book. With this framework, the visual language could be made similar to how we turn the 

pages of a book and read.
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For different scenarios, different tools could be ideally suited. This matrix helps to choose a tool (or a 

combination of tools) based on your scenario.  

6. Selecting a Suitable Tool
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Scenario Client-side Packaged Server-side Others Comments

Simple website with 
static content (no fancy 
effects required)

A database backed 
enterprise web 
application with 
extensive keyboard-
based navigation and 
heavy edits

Standard website with 
some visual effects

Website / web 
application with 
professional look & feel

Browser based games 
and real-time applicat
ions (e.g. maps with 
dynamic location mana
gement, stock tickers)

An app that mimics a 
real book

Interactive applications
 like quizzes, surveys

-

-

- -

-

- -

- -

-

-

-

-

-

Bootstrap

ExtJS

jQuery 
Scriptaculous 

Dojo

jQuery Dojo

jQuery 
Scriptaculous

 Dojo

jQuery 
Scriptaculous

 Dojo

Bootstrap

NodeJS 
& 

Socket.IO

Turn.js

Backbone.js, 
Angular.js

-

-

-

-

Using Bootstrap, a simple 
product  with a beautiful 
default theme could be built

ExtJS is best suited for database 
backed web applications 
with heavy edits

Scriptaculous, jQuery & jQuery
UI, Dojo has beautiful visual 
effects and widgets that are 
customizable

Bootstrap comes with a
professional look and feel and 
it is customizable too.jQuery 
can provide some additional 
effects / ease of use.

NodeJS and Socket.IO can help 
to build a real-time application
for browsers with help of push 
technology (websockets)

With Turn.js, simulation 
delivered amazingly

Both Backbone.js and Angular
.js helps in building single page 
websites / web apps (i.e. new 
pages hitting server is not 
apparent to user). Combining 
them with a client-side 
framework, single page apps 
can be built in a flexible and 
effective manner.
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Today’s strategic organizations look to their software solutions to automate and support decision making 
across the complete user lifecycle; they can no longer tolerate the old  between functionality and 
ease of use. Modern software solutions are addressing customer demand by incorporating a wide range 
of features and advanced technologies to improve user  experience. Today’s enterprises are looking for 
more intuitive enterprise solutions that are favorable in terms of reduced training and implementation 
timeframes that speed ROI, lower TCO, improved productivity, greater   and enhanced 
collaboration with stakeholders. Hence it’s a high time for software vendors to go back review the user 
experience competencies of their existing products and to incorporate the user experience engineering 
concepts to both existing and upcoming projects. 

On the other hand, from a CIO’s perspective, poor user engagement with enterprise applications is the 
#1 reason why enterprise software fails to deliver the desired business results for organizations. Hence it 
is utmost important for enterprises also to consider user experience engineering for all their business 
applications.

Write to us at info@aspiresys.com  to know more about User Experience Engineering and one of our 
experts will revert to you within 3 to 5 business days!

         jQuery - http://jquery.com

         Scriptaculous - http://script.aculo.us

         Dojo - http://dojotoolkit.org

         ExtJS - http://www.sencha.com/products/extjs

         Bootstrap - http://twitter.github.io/bootstrap

Conclusion

References
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         NodeJS - http://nodejs.org

         Socket.IO - http://socket.io

         Backbone.js - http://backbonejs.org

         AngularJS - http://angularjs.org
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